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A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY 
OF A 
PETROLEtn:r REFINERY OF lIINATITLAN 
In order to recluce as much as possible the cost or 
transportation or the crude oil to the refinery, the ci 
ty of' Einati t16.n or Hinati tlan County in the State of -
Veracruz was c:106cn as the !':ost proper place foI" esta-
blishing the refinery it being in the center of the 
only oil fields whieh at that time possessed the "Eagle 
Mexican Petroleum Co. 
The city of Uinatitlan is situate(l on the left bor-
der of the Coatzacoalcos River ancl about 30 kilometers 
frOJll the sea. The Refinery is on the same side of the r! 
ver anel 011 the Nort-Eastern part of the town, between 
two marshes and on small hills which are from 20 to 30 
mts~high. In the sorrounding country there is no dry low 
lanel where the Ref'inery could have lJeen established, so 
it ,\vas necessary to erect it on the small hills causing 
a considerable initial cost in leveling the land and also 
a considerable increase in the cost of operation, due to 
the pumping of water from the river to a tank on a hill 
30 mts high. The products produced by the Ref'inery are -
transported in tank-barges and tank-steamers to Coatza -
coalcos port where the tank-steamers employed for expor-
tation are loaded. A pipe line was constrnctecl with the 
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object of transporting the oil products to the sea-shi.PJ2 
ing station, but due to the fact that it was laid in a 
marsh and very near the surface it was destroyed in five 
years. Taking this into considaration and also that at -
present the crude and refined oils, as well as the fuel-
oil have to pass by the Coatzacoalcos Harbor, it is my -
opinion that it would have lJeen more' arlvantngeous to have 
located the re-rinery near the bar of the Coatzacoalcos H.! 
vera 
The line of comunic'ation most useful for the refine-
ry is the C oa tzacoalcos River. Its beel has a depth of no 
less than 16 feet which enables tanIr-steamers of' 8000 an 
9000 ton capacity to carry crude oil to the refinery and 
fuel oil and (listillates baclr to the harbor • .All the oil 
fields of the region send the crude oil to the refinery 
in tank-harg:es by the river. Besides, as a rule, all the 
transportation of machinery, an employees is done thru -
the river by means of the tank-stearJers, tugs and gasoli 
ne lunches which belong to the company as well as in o~ 
thor boats which belong to companies which exploit other 
natural resources of the region. There is also a rail- -
road branch line 12 kilometers long which connects the -
refinery and the town with the Ithsmus Railroad. This 
branch line is u~ed considerably Tor the transportation 
of' refined products to the interior of the country and -
.' to some extent also for ~assanger and :frei,ight traffic -
f 
of' the City of' Hinatitlan. 
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HISTORY. 
Previous to the exploration in the oil fields of -
Tuxpan, which brought such good results to the Eagle Ue 
xican Petroleum Co. the Southern region of the State or 
Veracruz was expected to be of great success. The San -
Cr±stobal oil field whose production short after the --
drilling of the first wells went'up to an output of over 
snooo barrels a month, much contributed to induce the -
Eagle Co. to build the refinery. First, in the year of -
1906 an experimental plant was constructetl on the border 
of the Coatzacoalcos niver at about a kilometer an(1 a --
half from the town; it consisted ~f the following appara-
tus: a crude oil still of 65 barrels capacity with its -
condenser and inspection box; a stea~ still of 14 barrel 
capacity with its corresponding apparatus, two agitators 
of 60 inch in cliameter and 72 inches deep, 8 storage tanks, 
a 25 UP steam boiler, an air compressor, a crude oil pump, 
a pump for distillates, a feed water pump for the boiler 
and an acid pump for the agitators. To control the opera-
tion of this experimental plant ,a c!1ernical laboratory was 
established for the purpose of' studying the process which 
later was to IJe the practice followed in larger scale. 
The crucle oil first treated was that of the San Cris-
tobal field which is of" a dif'ferent composition to that -
produced in the Tuxpan region at the "Potrero del Llano" 
f'ield. The latter is now the principal source of supply 
of' the Eagle Co. The following table show the difference 
in composition of the two oils mentioned. 
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POTRERO DEL LLANO CRUDE. 
Naphtha ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• from 3 to 6 por cent. 
Illuminants ••••••••••••••••••••••• " 12 "18 ft n 
Gas- oil •••••••••••••••••••••••••. 




2 " 3 " n 
Para~fin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" 0.1" 0.2" 
ff 
Fuel-oil " 50 ii 70 " " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Loss •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n 5 tt 10 " If 
SAN CRISTOBAL CHUDE. 
Naphtha ••••••••••••••••• '-a • • • • • • • • 12 .0 
Illuminants. • • • • •• • • . • • • • •• • •• • • • • 30.4 
Gas- oil. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20.4 
Lubricants •••••••••••••••••••••••• 19.4 
Colee. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13.5 
Loss.............................. 3.9 
100.0 
The San er~stobal oil, which runs much higher in -
naphtha and illuminants represents well the avarage com 
pOSition of the Southern Veracruz oil fields. Hence the 
refinery was first planed to treat naphthas illu..TTIinants 
and lubricants. The gushers of' "Potrero del Llano" which 
spouted till 1910 made fuel- oil the most important pro;. 
duct of the refinery altering considerably the practice 
established :first when the refinery started work in a com 
mercial scale. 
The Refinery began operation on may 28, 1908 w~th -
the apparatus necessary for a capacity of 2000 barrels a 
day_ It consisted of the following apparatus: 
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17 stills of 3 mts. in diameter and 9 mts. long 
rri th their condensers. 
2 stills 2 rots. in cliameter and 5 rots. long with 
their condensers. 
5 steam stills 4 rots. in diameter and 17 rots. long 
with their condensers. 
7 lubricant still::; 4 rots. in c1_iameter and 10 mts. 
long with their condensers. 
3 condensers of 5 X 5 X 2 ruts. 
3 agitators of 150, 000 liters capacity each. 
8 agitators or 75,000 liters capacity euch. 
14 sulphuric acid tanks 1 and 1/2 mts. diam and 
3 and 1/~~ long which supply the agitators. 
2 bleachers or 6 and 1/2 X 10 X 5 rots. 
11 crude oil stills 4 mts. in o_iameter by 19 mts. 
long. with their condensers. 
5 re-distillation stills 4 and 1/2 rots. in cliamete:rs 
by 15 mts. long with their conc1ensel~s. 
1 complete sulphuric acid plant. 
35 sulphuric acid ~torage tanks 1 and 3/4 in diam-
meter by 8 mts. long. 
1 complete brick factory. 
8 steel tanks of 6,750 cubic rots. capacity. 
5 steel tanks of 3,000 cubic mts. capacity. 
19 steel tanks of 1,500 cubic mts. capacity. 
5 steel tanks of' 750 cubic mts. capacity. 
2? steel tanks 12 mts. diameter by 2 and 1/2 mts.hing. 
3 gas collectors 1,1/2 X 5 mts. 
6 caustic soda tanks 3,1/2 X 2 mts. 
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With this plant the refinery made various kinds of 
gasolincs, illuminants, lubricants and asphalts and also 
some fuel-oil, although,as it has been stated the princi 
pal object was not to make fuel-oil. 
The Eagle 1.Iexican Petroleur.l Co. had in nind to in-
crease the capacity of the refinery, but they were great 
ly discouraged due to the difficulty which they found in 
purifying the products o1Jtainec1 from the Isthmus crucles 
owing to the great amount of sulphur they contain. Not-
withstanding this difficulty the capacity was increased 
for 1910 in what concerns the production of refined pro-
ducts. 
The wells of "Potrero de I Llano" which spoutecl in 
1910 gave new Growth to the refinery an also determined 
a change in the process. The change in the refining prac-
tice was not only due to the enormus capacity of the oil 
well in Potrero del Llano but also to the fact that this 
oil contains less amounts of naphthas and illuminants and 
more paraffins; besides by this time the production of -
the San Cristobal field had diminished considerably:hence, 
since this time the rerinery has devoted its attention to 
the treatment o:f the Potrero del Llano crude oil. It is 
due to this change in the source of supply, that the -
principal object of the refinery is now to make fuel-oil, 
tlaking use at the same time of the lighter constituents to 
make gasolines and illuminants, and of the paraffin oil -
to make paraffin wax and lubricants. The only modifica--
tions which suffered the refinery to fit new conditions 
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was the construction of' a paraffin-wax plant and an as-
phalt plant. At the present tinE the refinery has a ca-
pacity of 12,000 barrels a day. 
GENErAL DESCHIPTION. 
The Refinery is composecl of the following clepart-
~':ents: Continuous stills for crude oil. The first treat-
ment to the oil that comes 'from "Potrero (leI Llano" is 
given in this plant. It is composed of 15 stills with their 
condensers and inspection boxes; preheaters for crude oil 
and superheater for steam: 8 stills for treatinr; the crude 
oil that cones fron1 the South of 'Veracrus as well as 
fron Furbero. This are exactly alike to the ones l1secl 
for Potrero del Llano crude and arc also provicled with 
their condensers and irispection boxes. 
Gasoline Pla~t. This plant refines crude naphtha 
Wllich results from the first distillation of the crude 
oil and produces gasoline and kerosene. It is composed 
of 9 steam stills w'ith their respective condensers defleg-
mators and inspection boxes. 
Asphalt Plan"t. It produces asphalt and tarry paraffin 
oils as distillate. It is composed of 10 continuous stills 
which obtain the tar for treatnent from the residuum of 
the crude oil clistillation, they are also provided with 
their condensers cleflegmators ancl inspection boxes. 
Para~fin Wax Plant. This plant treats the paraffin 
oils which result :from the last distillation of the cr-ude 
oils as also the tarry paraffin oil fron the asphalt plant, 
and produces paraffin wax ancl heavy oils which pass to the 
lubricant plant. The paraffin wax plant is composed of a 
· liENBHAL VIED OF 'lIHE REFINERY 
GRUDE OIL DISTILLATION PLA ~I. 
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rofrigerating machine, coolers for the paraffin oils, 
filter-presses, "sweating" chambers agitators for bleach 
ing and purifying, mold.s for freezing the paraffin wax -
into blocks •. lt has besides an snaIl ice plant. 
Lubricant Plant· It is composed of 7 stills 'n~i th 
their respective Condensers cleflegmators amd inspection 
lJoxes. 
The :fuel-oil is- l!lacle in the tar storage tanks.The 
tar suIts as residuum from the distillation of the crucle 
oil; in this tanks it is mixed "tvith the proper proportion 
of gas oil to naIre the requirecl fuel-oil. 
As complernentary IJlants there are: the agitators 
which purify the distilla.tes (~asolines,illuminants, lu-
bricants and sometimes gus-oil) in their different stages 
of' treat~ent; redistillation stills whose object is to -
ohtain a better fractional separation of the crude dis-
tillates, giving to each charge a treatment as specified. 
by the laboratory, and the chenical laboratory where all 
the research worI{ is initiated and where all the samples· 
Obtained of the different oils in their different stages 
o:r treatrlent, as also the final products, are analyzed. -
This departr1ent~ives daily the instructions which are -
to govern the process to be follow'eel by the refinery. 
Supplementary Plants. Plants which do not aid di-
rectly in the process of.refining but which indirectly -
are necessary to the refinery are: 
Electric POlVer Plant. It is composed of two parts, 
an old plant o:r Diesel internal combustion engines direc! 
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ly connected to electric generators which is not in use, _ 
and a plant of' steam uurbines directly connected to elec'_ 
tric generators which is the one now in use; it is provided 
with TIabcock boilers. This plant f'urnishes the refinery w:ith 
all the power and light neecled. 
Water Pumps. This plant consumes most of the pmver -
produced by the electric power plant; it is compose(l of -
electric motors directly connectecl to centrifugal pumps -
which feed a storage tank of 45,000 barrels capacity,from 
where the water is distributed to the diff'erent departments 
of the refinery. 
Sulphuric Acid Plant. This is a complete modern type 
of acid factory using a combined process of lead chamber s 
and Gay-Lussac and Glover towers, but due to its small 
capacity only produces half' the acid required by the refi-
nery. 
A Can and Barrel Factory. which is divided in two -
parts.; one makes tin-cans for distillates and lubricants 
and the otheybarrels for packing asphalt • 
. Pumping Stations. There are 9 pt~ping stations f~ 
distillate, crude and fuel-oils; 2 for distillates, 1 for 
tar, 2" for the agitators, 1 for asphalt, 1 for the ship-
ping wharf, 1 for crude oil and 2 for lubricants. 
steam Boiler Plants. There are two; one furnishes 
the steam necessary for the crude oil stills, as well as 
for the asphalt and re-distillation stills, and the other 
which furnishes steam to the steam stills and lubricants 
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s,tills. Both plants also :rurnish steam for general uses. 
llachine Shon which does all the repa~r work for the 
ref"inery. 
Plumbers Shop 1\"'hic11 does all the work related w'i th 
the pipe-lines. 
Storage Tanl{s. All are steel tanks, 38 are large -
tanks whose capacity var~es from 10,000 barrels to 55,000 
barrels and 33 are smaller tanks of' 1,000 barrels capacity. 
The bleachers and some other small tanks are used for stor 
ing lubricants and some refined clistillates before shipping. 
OFFICES AND DWELLING-HOUSES. 
The principal offices are wooden structures situaded 
on the border of the river. One is for the General lianeger 
its clepartmens and the tecnic Superintendent and the en-
gineering clepartnent. The other building is the marine de-
partment which has in charge the ships which carry oil to 
the gulf ports. 'The manegers of the other principal depart 
ments of the' refinery have their office near the plant --
they have in charge. 
For the chemists, engineers and office men the Eagle 
Co. has contructed 422 dwelling-houses; o~ these 9 are di-
vided into departments and the rest, which are nearer the 
refinery are separate small houses. Inside the grounds of 
tee refinery live the marine superintendent, the power house 
superintendent and the acid plant foreman. On the border of 
the marsh west of the r~finery is a samaIl Chinese Colony. 
OBJECT OF THE REFINEl'ty. 
,Notwithstanding the simpleness of the process used 
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in the refining practice , with a small va,riet~:- of apparatus 
employed, the refinery produces two killttS of illuuinunts, 
tl'.rO kind of' gasolines, 25 kinds of' lubx"icants, 3 kincls of' 
paraffins, gas oil and fuel-oil as required by any speci-
fications and about six kinds or asphalts. 
In this rGspect a refiner:," call not be cOllsiclered as 
an ol"·e-dressing nill, where to a cleff'eni te kind of !:1ineral 
is appliccl an especial treatl:1ent previollsly determined by 
experincntation, getting ancl arranr;in~ the !:.1achincry nece-
ssary to obtain a !~leximun cotrmercial efficiency; once esta-
blished, the ore-dressing l;}ill cloes not require any more 
attention than +hat necessary to make its operation uniform, 
an(l sometimes su:f:fers a grate change in its arrangement adn 
apparatus whe11 there is a snaIl variation in the composition 
of" t he ore. 111 a refinery, what is clone in the lalJora tory is 
carried to a large scale and almost with the sru~e apparatus 
only larger; hence with stills, deflegmators, condensers and 
agitators all the products clerived from the crude oil (except 
paraffin wax) can 1)0 manu:facture(l antI a consiflel--able varia-
tion in the conpositiol1 of' the crucle oil does not alter the 
arrangenent nor necessitates a variation in the kind of 
appal"atus, On the other hand it l)ecomes necessary to have 
a chamica1 laboratory in char,?;e of a qualified chemist who 
considering its general characteristics must establish the 
refining system suitable for the crude oil to be treated, and 
who must direct all the operations of the refinery, changing 
them as it be needed in order to obtain the different pro-
ducts demandecl. The key of the refinery does no lie in the 
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kind of apparatus used, but in the~pecial process which 
has been studiecl by experiment for makeing the different 
products manufactured by a refinery. These formulas are 
kept secret by the refinery and are only known by the -
tecnic superintendent and his assistants. 
Therefore the chemical lal)oratory is one of' the -
most important departments of the refinery. It is pro -
vided with all the apparatus necessary to do all the -
analises related to the physical and chewical properties 
of petroleum ancl other organic oils which are importecl -
to rlix wi tIl the clistillates obtained fron the Mexican -
crude. oil. The organiC oils usually bought for this pur-
pose are lard oil, cotton seed oil, acidless tallow oil 
rosll1 oil and a fue imported lubricants. 
GENERAL PROCESS OF REFINING. 
First I will describe the treatment applied to the 
"Potrero (leI Llano" crude which is the most important -
treated by the Refinery; the rest of the crude oils which 
the Eagle Co. refines with little variations, folloW the 
same procens but are treated separatly during the first 
steps due to their difference in composition,especially 
the Tecuanapa crude which is used with preference to malce 
lubricants (see flOW-Sheet plate No.1.) 
The crude oil is first treated in continuous stills 
of the Nobel Dros. system; from these tar is derived as 
residuum and as distillates, crude naphtha, crude keros~ 
se, gas oils and paraffin oils. The gas oil and the tar 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































make the ruel-oil as specified by the consumer; the 
. 'para:rfin oils which .contain the oil from 'which lubricants 
are maile as well as sInall amounts of gaR-oil, is first -
purified in the agitators, re-distilled, purified again -
in the agitators in order to remove all the tar which woukl 
be troul)lesome in the paraff'in wax plant. The crude naphtha 
is first treated in the agitators and then goes to the --
steam still where it is separatefl from the kerosene '\vhich 
was carried mechanically in the first distillation of the 
crude oil- The stearn stills procluce gasoline as a distill!! 
te and illuminants as a residuum, these being the only 
two IJroducts obtained from the steam stills. Only when the 
crude naphtha contains ethers, benzine. is produced as the 
first distillation of the crude naphtha. Finally the ga-
soline and keroselle are given a last treatment with acid 
and alcaly in the agitators and are then in marl{etal1le -
condition. 
The crude illuminents (kerosenes) are treated twice 
in the agitators with acid and alcaly, and when it is 
desired to obtain a better class of' illuminsnt it is 
re-destil1ed berore giving it the second treatment in -
order to remove the small amounts of' gasoline which it 
may contain as well as some heavier oils which it may have 
carried mechanically in the distillation of the crude oil-
When the gas oil in going to be used to mix whith 
tar ("flux") to make ruel-oil,it is generally only treated 
once in the agitators; but when it is to be sold for intel: 
nal combustion engines or for the manufacture of illumi-
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nat in,':; gas, then it is tr0atccl :in the agitators ,vith 
acid and alcaly as r:1any as three tirJcs in order to remove 
the lar~est amout of sulphur' rossil)le. 
The paraff'in oil as has already been statecl, is 
first l)urif'ie<l l)ef'ore g;oin,g to t.he paraffin wax plant 
,v11e1"e the i~'~puri ties "rould rencler it clifficul t to rJaI~e 
p.;ood paraffin. In tile pal"uffin "tvax ]lla:nt the paraffin oil 
is first chilled to separate the paraffin fron the oil 
which is fil tereel in the filter-presses - Taki11g a(lvantar.~e 
of' t:Je clifferece in the ncl tinr; points of the different 
para:ff'ins, a separation of' them is ol)taine<l in the ttsW'catingtt 
cham1Jers, producing by this clovice three 1c1ncl5 of pnr-affins 
which are treated separatly in two especial a~itators with 
acid. and. Fuller's earth respectively to purify them as a 
final step-
The oil which results as filtrate from the filter-
presses tn the pal"aff'in wax plant are first purified in 
the agitators und then re-distilled in the lubricant plant 
which procluce gas-oil ancl lubricants as a distillate and 
as a resicluuTI1 asphal t or heavy lubricants. 
Fron the "sweating" chambers an oil with a large 
adount of' paraffin is obtainecl besicles the paraffin-wax, 
This oil is distilled, producing as a distillate, paraffin 
oil which is treated again in the paraffin 'wax plant, and 
as a resicluum white asphalt-
The lubricating oil which result from the re-distilla-
tion stills are first purified in the agitators and then 
pass to the lubricant stills where they are given an especial 
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treatment to }Jrocluce the lubricant required. As a rule, 
the first l)roduct of distillation in these stills is -
gas-oil f'oll- owin8: next light lubricating oils ancl remain 
ins; as a resic1uurl, heavy lubricants. This is not always 
the case, for when an oil is tretaed that is a residuum -
from the re-·distillation stills, rlue to the fact that there 
is a heavy oil to start with from which the lighter parts 
have already been distilled. The products obtained fro~ -
the lubricant stills in this case in heavy lubricants as 
a clistillate and asphalt as a residuum. The stills of this 
plant work interr.1ittingly. All lubricants are igiven a final 
washing whith acid and alealy in the agitators. 
There are in the refinery 8 bleacher tanks which -
originally were f'or the purpose of' sunning the oils that 
had received the la~treatment in the agitators, but later 
the refinery has considered then useless f'or this object 
and are now employed only as storage tanks. 
To make some or the especial marks of lubricants, or-
ganic oils and imported lubricants are mixed to the lubri-
cants whieh result from the distillation of' the Mexican -
oils. 
Part of the tar that results as a residuum of the -
continuous crude stills is employed to furnish prime ma-
terial :for the asphalt plant which produces paraff'in oil 
as a distillate and asphalt of the kind desired as a re-
sic1utun. The paraffin oil w'hich results from these stills 
carries mechanically large amounts of asphalt which would 
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clog the filter-presses. Therefore it becomes necessary 
to re-distill it f~rst to renove the asphalt. The paraffin 
oil which distills orr is put togeather with the other pa-
rafrin oil derived from the crude stills. 
Of the four !)roducts 1vhich result fronl the distilla-
tion of the crude oil, the largest in amount is tar which 
mixed whith gas oil Inal:es the fuel-oil this lJeins the prinei 
pal product of the refinery_ 
The principal object of "topping-plants" is also to 
make fuel-oil; but differs from this refinery in that the 
only proclucts '\"lhich they produce are crude naphtha and -
illuminants which they export to refine in the exterior, 
and do not separate the paraffin oils as it is done in -
this refinery, to mal{e paraf'fin wax and lubricants. Not -
only do topping plants produce fuel-oil of lower grade,but 
also waste the paraffin wax and lubricants which have a -
considerable value; besides this rerinery does not produce 
any procluct in the crude state hut sends thenl all to the 
market as finished products. 
TREATl-.u~NT OF TlIJ1; FURBERO AND 
ISTHliITJS CRUDES. 
The crude oils rrom Furbero, Ixhuatlan and San Cris-
tobal are, as a rule, distilled togeather. Before, the San 
Cristobal crude was treated separatly, but its out-put has 
diIhiirishe·d considerably and now these three oil fields men-
tioned produce little oil in comparison:with "Potrero del 
Llano". Therefore they are stored togeather sometimes the 
water is only removed by warming them and used this way as 
:fuel-oil in the re:finery. This is clone due to the fact t:l?,t 
the amount of sulphur which they contain is relatively 
large and al though tIle an~ounts of naphthHs ancl illuTIlinants 
is large~ the sulphur contents makes it difficult to obtain 
gootl proclucts; nevertheless they are of'ten distilled to -
separate the naphthas ancl illuninants '\'J'hich receive the -
same treati:1ent as the distillates produces :rro~1 the "Po-
trero del Llano" crude. 
On the other hancl the best crude oil of the EafYle -d 
Co. is that produced in Tecuanapa. This oil field of' the 
Southern region of the Satate of Veracruz produces only -
about 8,000 barrels a Month of a high grade oil which can 
be u8e(1 alr!ost in its crude state as lubricant. The :follow 
ing is an analysiS o:f the Tecuanapa oil. 
S P • Gr. at 6 oC}1.? ahr • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 852 
Flash Point •••••••••••••••• 50oFahr. 
Ignitionpoint.~ ••••••••••• 950Fahr. 
Viscosity at nO Fahr ••••••• 50 seconds (Redwood) 
Calories.~ ••• ~ ••••••••••••• 10,616 
Sulphides •••••••••••••••••• 0,99 
Odor ••••••••••••••••••••••• Hydro gen Sul]Jhide. 
Distillation. 
Naphtha •••••••••••••••••••• 8 
Illuminating oils •••••••••• 39 
Gas-oil •••••••••••••••••.•• l0 
Lubricating oil •••••••••••• 34 
AspIlal t • • . . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . .• 4 








The goocl quality of this oil consists in its large 
percentage of gasolines, illuMinants and lubricating oils 
and in the slnall amounts of asphalt and sulphur. Removing 
:from this oil the kerosene and gasoline contents which -
makes its flash point so low and there~ore dangerous for 
using in its crude state, it can be used directly as a -
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lubricant, since the 10% gas-oil and the 4% asphalt do 
not impair its qualities as lubricating oil.Neverthe-
less the Tecuanapa oil rece~ves a better treatment in 
order to ol)tain f'rom it the best lubricant macle by the 
ref'inery. This oil is distilled :first to produce as a 
residuum asphalt, and crude naphtha and illuminants, -
gas-oil and lubricants as a clistillate. The lubricating 
oil f'raction goes 'first to the paraffin wax plant,it is 
then purified in the agitators and goes lastly to the -
lubricating stills resulting gas oil and one or more --
lcinds of' light lubricants as distillate and heavy lu-
bricants as a residuum. 
CRUDE OIL DISTILLATION PLANT. 
This is the principal department of' the refinery 
and has been given the name of "Potrero del Llano Crude 
Oil Plant" because it rerines totaly the oil that comes 
:fror1 that place. 
This plant can be considered as the foundation of' 
the refining process; from here is derived the material 
which supplies the asphalt, paraf'fin, gasoline, lubri-
cants and k:erosene plants as well as the material neces-
sary ror making the f'uel-oil. 
The crude oil distillation plant is composed of 
15 stills or 1,000 barrels capacity each with their -
corresponding condensers and inspection boxes. 
The stills used are or the Nobel Bros system of 
continuous distillation and are similar to a non-tubular 
"Cornish" boiler (see plate No- 2) They are 15 mts.long 
/yL------- -~~ ~ CONTINC..J'3 STILLS FOR CRUDE OIL 
-ISTIlbf\TION' UNIT 
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and 4 rots. in diameter. The stills No.9 to No. 15 are 
a little shorter but of equal diameter. They are macle _ 
of, sheet iron and are supported by brick walls which -
are reenforced with steel rods to protect them against 
big changes of talnperature. The lower empty space forms 
the furnace having only three or' tour meters 'or brick -
areh in the rront part under the still to prevent the 
flames from playing too fiercely on the sheet iron. Tar 
which results :fronl the same continuous stills is usecl -
as fuel for the distillation of the erucle oil. Each - -
:rurnace has two burners which use steam to atomise the 
atl· Two cl1imneys do the draft for all the crude stills 
and also for the asphalt stills. The continuous stills 
receive the oil thru a six inch main feed tube (A) hav-
ing for each still three valves, one in the main it 
self and one in each of' the two tubes which connect the 
r.lain to the stills. Closing the main valve and opening 
the si(Ie valves, the oil is forced to flow thru the 
still, and opening the main valve and closing the side 
ones, the still is separated froln the series, this being 
done when it is desired to repair a still or to use it 
as an interlnittent still. 
As the oil enters the st'ill it descends thru an -
elbolv ~ to the bottom and is distributed legthwise in the 
still by means of a perforated six inch tube which extends 
all the lenght of the still. The stills are filled up to 
2 and ,1/2, or 3 meters hin~,when the oil flows out thru 
an elbow turned upwards (0) which is connected in the -
outside whith the main. Devolving this elboW' the height 
uaUb S~ILL ~OH OU h L 
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of the oil in the still can be varied. 
In the bbttom of the still there is a sort of a _ 
grate (D) formed by four 2 inch perforated tubes which 
extend all the lenr;ht of the still: two vertical tubes 
connect the extreruities of this grate with the stear~ main 
in the outsi(~.e. Superheated stear: is suppliec1. to the oil 
thru the perforations of the grate tubes aia pressure of 
80 }1uunc:ls per sq. inch - The use of s team was first in-
troduced into the refining of petroleum. by Von E,~atschel{o 
in Austria and by· A. Herril of the Dower Kerosene Oil -
Co. in the Utli tecl ;'Jt,ate s - It has the ob ject of carry-
ing the distillates out of the still as soon as they -
are formed, preventinr, in this way their lJeing condenced 
in the roof of the still "cracking" as they fallon the 
hot oil: besic1es, stearn aids to agitate the oil: it is 
a factor of' importance in regulating the formation of 
distillates, the other factor is the heat,being better 
to keep constant the steam and vary the heat. The steam 
must 1Je supplied. at a high tempel"ature and at a 10lf 
pressure and as tho stean from 12 to 20 pounns pressure, 
which is the maximum allowed inside the stills, has a 
temperature of' about 25!J Fahr. this steam would tend to 
cool the oil that is being distilled necessitating more 
fuel and consecuently a hiegher cost in the distillation 
process. 'ro avoid this loss, the refinery has establtshed. 
superheaters which consist in a series of tubes connected 
with nUt! tubes so as to make the steam travel a long dis-
tance in a sMall furnace- This heaters are made of six -
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hortzoJ.,tal and ci~ht vertical ro1'{S of 4- ,1/2 inch tubes 
placed in a rectangular brick chamber 3,1/2 by 5 meters 
long, wl1ich COllsti tutes the furnace heated by t-riT'O oil _ 
burners. Each snperLleater has a stean pressure ga.n;e and 
a gal vanonetric pyroJ:1eter to register the pressure and. 
te~perature or the steam leaving the superheaters. The 
tern.perature of the steal:1 is usually of' 400 to 500 (10[,;1"ee8 
Fahr. and its pressure of 60 pounds. This is not the best 
system for heattng steaIi:l :for refining -purposes. In the -
:first place,it wastes much heat due to the roor construe 
tion of the brick f'urnace which perr1its large anount of 
heat to racliate, much heat is wasted in the chimney of 
t ~~e superheater and lastly the stearn is cooled while -
being cOl1cluctec!. fror. the sHperheater to the stills ,no -
natter how well insulated be the trans~ition pipe; and 
secDnd it is 1)8.(1 practice to supply steam at equal tem-
perature to a series of continuous stills, especially if 
each stills is destilling oils at a flif"ferent temperatu.-
re from the rcst,in this case the stear! at a given tem-
perature is eather too high for the stills where the -
lir~hter oils are being distilled ,or is too low :for the 
stills where the heavier oils are being distilled~ In -
the :first case heavier oils are carried by the hot steam 
togeather with the naphthas and in-the second case more 
fuel is necessary for the distillation of the paraffin 
oils. 
Each still has two tubes (E) eonnectecl to its two 
domes which carry the gases producecl in the still direct 
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ly to the condensers. Before, three o~ the stills were 
provided with vertical deflegmatore, the rest were con-
nected to a pipe with two bends (F) connected in the _ 
lower part with a 2 inch tube which collected all the 
oils that had been carried mechanically by the vapors, 
having therefore the same ob ject of a cleflegmator. 
Stills No- 10,11,12,13,14 and 15 send the oil that 
collects in the defle:~ator tube, to a small con(lensers. 
Large cuantities of oil result from the deflegmators -
of this stills due to the high temperature at which the 
oil is distilled in them. To one of the domes is con-
nnectec1. a vertical 2 inch tube which serves as an air 
inlet when the still is emptied. The stills are provid~ 
ed with a man hole in each extremity. 
To know the quantity of oil that is in each still, 
there is a float inside connected with a wire rope to an 
indicator (G) in the outside. Besides each still has a 
pressure gage on the top,to register the pressure of -
the gases and a Fahrenheit thermometer in the oil n:ain 
(I) between each pair or stills which show the temper-
ature at which the oil has been heated in the preceding 
still. 
The crude oil enters first the still No-~' 1 and -
after passing thru all the stills leaves still No- 15, 
all the naphthas, kerosenes, gas oil and paraffin oils 
having been distilled ofr from the crude by thistime. 
A small part o~ the tar which leaves the oil main in 

































































































heatin~ the crude oil in the preheaters goes to coolers 
from where it is 'pumped to the storage tanks or to the 
mixinr.; tanl{s where the fuel-oil is made. 
The distillates pass directly from the stills to 
the condensers (see plate 2).This are of the coil system 
where water is th~ cooling; m8cliul:1. They al'e forpecl of -
large rectangular tanks with a tube coiled arround the 
wall of the tank. The first round of the Joil is of 8 
inch tube ,two rounns of 6 inch tube and 9 rounds of 4 
inch tube, making a total lenght for the coil of 190 
meters. The number of rounds for tubes of cl1fferent diam 
eter varies sometimes,but the total lenght is always the 
same. The water used for the conrlensers is returned to 
the river. The cotl has a11 escape foI" the non-condensable 
p.;ases like hydrogen sulp!1ide and gaseous hydrocarbons. 
The condensers are provided also with a sefety pressure 
valve anfl another for vacuum in the first coil; the 
pressure valve has the object of avoiding damage caused 
in the condenser or the inspection boxes by a sudden -
pressure formecl in the stills, ancl the vacuum valve is 
to avoid a sudden rush ot cold liquids to the still -
when this is cooled sllliclenly, or when it is emptied a 
flow of cold distillates and water into the hot still 
would procluce an explotion. In the condensers No· 12 
and 13 there is a small coil similar to the ones used 
in the asphalt plant which are for the purpose of coll-
ing the oils collected by the tube-deflegmators. The -
oils corresponding to the deflegmators of stills No·lO, 
11, and 12 are collected in the small coil of condenser 
INSPECI' ION BOXES 
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No. 12 and that of stills No. 13, 14 and 15 in the snaIl 
coil of' condenser No. 13. The s:mall and larp-o coil of _ 
.':l 
each conderser are connected, so that the oil collected 
in both goes togeather to the inspection boxes. 
The water is furnished to the condensers at atmos-
pheric temperature and leaves it at 1300 Fahr: the con-
densed distillates arc cooled to 90°, 10ro orTIOo Fhar. 
when the distillates are heavy. The water leaves the _ 
con~.lE':nscr at a higher temperature than t~le oil, "because 
the water comes in contact last with the hottest coils, 
The distillates togeather with the conclensecl steam 
go to the inspectio~ boxes. The permanent gases escape 
:from the top of' the boxes thru a two inch tube connected 
to a pipe line which carries all the permanent gases to 
the chinmey. The inspection box house has 113 boxes; 12 
correspond to Stills No.4 to 15 nnd one corresponds to 
the ~ases :from the crude oil preheaters which in other 
time were condensed. The inspection boxes of stills No. 
1, 2, and 3 are in house No- 2. The 13 boxes corresponding 
to the stills ~irst mentioned are provided with seven -
connections in order to be able to distribute the oil -
collected in each inspection box thru seven pipe lines, 
ancl the other three are arranged to distribute the oil 
thru nine pipelines. In the inspe~tion house No.2 are 
the inspection boxes corresponding to the re-distillation 
stills and to the stills which treat other crude oils. 
The crude oil pumped f'roID the tank steamers to the 
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storage tanks i,l heated :first in preheaters 15 Hts .high 
an~l 7 I.Its. in (liameter (see Fot.No.6) and of 3,000 lJar-
rels capacity. The crucle oil enters the tank thru. the _ 
top an~ descen~s thru a tube to a meter from the bottom-
The outlet is on the upper part of the tank and in front 
of the entrance tube. The crurlc oil is heated. by means -
cola. 
c: "1.lc1e. 
.J'-.....;L..-_ ..... ~a.!O to ~I'\.l>p.c 
t ton. bo:.c. 
of a coil of three rows which 
bl'>anch out from the main that 
carries the tar that results as 
a residuum from still No- 15 -
and which has a tcnperature of 
about 6000 Fhar.; the three -
tubes go oncearrownd the lower 
inside part of the tank and are 
connected. again in the outside 
of the tanl:: to the tar pipe li-
nee This coil can only occnpy 
the lower part of the preheater 
1)ecausc the head. that causes the flow of the tar is the 
~lC ight of' the oil in the stills and hence tIle coil can 
be no higher than the level of the oil in the stills.At 
the bottom ther'e j_s an outlet :for the purpose or removing 
the water that collects on the bottom. On the top dome of 
the heaters there is a pressure and a vacuum valve and 
an autlet for gases which used to be collected to make 
ethers. The crude oil enters the prehcaters at atmos-
pheric temperature and leave it at a temperature of from 
70° to 80° C.lf the two preheater are used they are 
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connected in series, the crude oil rloving in opposite _ 
direction to the hot tar;that is,the hot tar flows first 
thru the coil of' heater N·o • 1 ancl then thru that of No. 
2, while the crude oil enters first heater No.2 and then 
goes to heater NO. 1 where the tar in the coil is hottest. 
As a rule only one 11rehenter is used., al though more water 
is separated fron the oil when the two are used tog~ather. 
Fron tl'~e r-rcheaters the crucle goes directly to still No. 
1 of th::-' series of continuos stills. 
The distillates fran the first three stills are <1is-
tilleQ at a temperature of from 77°0. to 1100 and 150°C. 
and produce crude naphtha which goes to inspection box -
No.1, 2, 3 and 4 having a Sp.Gr.of fro~ 0.689 to 0.740. 
The distillates l)roduccd in stills 5 to 8 at a temperatupe 
of :fren 1ROo.C. to 300°0. are crude kerosenes with aSp. 
Gr. op to O.79R. The oils distilled fron stills No.9 to 
11 at a temperature fron 3000 to 350°C. are gas-oil with 
an Sp. Gr. to 0.829 and the oils distilled from stills 
12 to 15 at a temperature :froD 3500 C. to 4000 are par-
afrin oils with an SpeGr. of 0.800. Each distillate is 
storecl in its corl~esponding tank. 
This practice is cha~ged depending on circuITh"O 
stances; for not only is the density of the distillates 
subject to variations, but also the separation of one 01' 
more stills :froD·the series or continuos makes a grate 
change ;in the distillates produced by the following -
stills. The superintendent of the refinery knows before 
hand by experiment,what products are to be obtained from 
a given charge and accordingly each foreman of the in-
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spection houses receives (laily a ta~)le in lvhich is spe-
cif'ie:~ ~'[I!a t arc t?lC 8p •. Gr. lirli ts of the fractions 
to lJe 3e~nr"ltcd and ho,,:?" are the~l to 1)0 cl:Lstribut.ecl; the 
regimen of a still is therefore not fixed, but varies with 
the cORposition or the charge and with the change of the 
Sp. Gr. of the f'r'8.ction [listillccl. Due to the f::anifolc:' valve 
an~!. !~n!::IJin r~ arranr';O!":~el1 t o:f the refinery, p.ny dis tilla te can 
1Je' pur::pe:l (lj.rect to any of the storage tanks al though it 
is a11n:1Ys pre:ferahl0 to assni~~l1 a tank for each l.:incl. of' 
(l.istillr-~te allcl avoid the necessary washin:,:; l~:-hen a differ-
ent pro~uct is to be stored. 
The tar, 'rlhich is the residuu.lE olJtaine{!. fron the conti-
l1U8US stills is stored in the pi:r:ing tanks ,\There the fuel 
oil is :.~a(le by Li::j.nr:: to t!le tar the a:::ount of gas-oil 11ec-
essar~r to fill the s~ecification reauired by the purchaser. 
Pump house No. 2 cloes' all the ~lU:lril1g necessary :E'or nalcing 
o~: ----r-
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the :fuel-oil and by the n.ani:fold arran.gement of valves !"as , .. , 
oil and tar can be p1lll1pecl to any of' the tanlrs as shown in 
the sketch. 
ASPHALt STILLS 
DEF'LEGMA'I'ORS AND CONDENSERS OF' ASPHAL'l' pLANT 
The distillates are pumpecl from the tanks where _ 
they are stored. to the plant which is to refine them. 
The capr~.ci ty of' the crude oil continuous stills ts 
of 15,000 lJarrels, al though as a rule, due to the fact _ 
that not all the stills are always in operation, only 
treats about 10,000 barrels daily. The crude oil fron _ 
"Potrero del Llano n contains fron 1/2 to 2,1/2 per cent 
water and produces about 60,~ tar, :from 3 to 6 percent -
cru<le naphtha, 12 to 18 per cent crude Icerosene, 3 to 5 
per cent gas oil, and 2 to 3 per cent para:frin oils.This 
plant consumes in fuel 2,1/2 per cent of the crude oil 
trea tecl and 750,000 pounds <?f stean a day. The worl' 
shift is composed of a still foreman and an assistant, 
a fireman and a man in charge or the inspection house. 
ASPHALT PLANT. 
The asphalt stills are placed following the 15 -
crude continuous stills. The tar pipe line as it leaves 
still No. 15 is dividecl into two branches: one carries ' 
most of the tar to the storage tanles and the other bl~anoh 
the 
:furnishes /asphal t plant with tar. A lJrick wall devifles this 
plant ~rom the crude oil distillation plant. 
It has a capacity of 1,500 barrels of tar but it 
usually treats 1,200 barrels of tar daily; the capacity 
of the plant varies considerably with the kind of asphalt 
that is made, being able to treat more tar in making softer 
asphalt than when hard asphalt is made. The plant is com-
posed of a series of ten continuous stills of the Nobel -
Bros system, but o:f 260 barrels capacity each. The stills 
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are placed one on the side of the other and each 9 inches 
lower descending from still No.1 to still No. 10. Each _ 
set is composed besides the still, or its condenser two _ 
de:rle:~ators and an inspection box. Stills No.1, 3 and _ 
10 have only one (leflegmator. As a rule one still is dis-
conected from the series and reserveel in case another gets 
out of order. The plant has besides two boxes with coils 
to cool the asphalt as it leaves the last still. One is 
14.50 X 1.90 X 1.45 Uts. and the other is 12.4-0 X 1.3D 
X 1.20 r~Its. The pipe line which carries the asphalt to 
the barrel factory and to the asphalt store on the bor-
der of the river (this burned down lately) has in the -
interior a 1,1/2 inch steam pipe which is connected at 
regular intervals with the stear:~ main; this interior steam 
pipe has the object of preventing the asphalt rrom solicli-
fying in the pipe line. Wh~nthe asphalt pipe line is not 
in use, it is blown with compressed air to remove all -
the asphalt that may remain in it. 
The stills of this plant (see plate 4) only have -
one (lome (A) 'which be:rore was used for the outlet of the 
gases,but now is connected to a pipe line from which the 
stills can be filled separately and worked intermit tingly. 
The distillates leave the still thru two 12 inch tubes (B) 
which are in the upper part of the still, one towards the 
front and the other in the back part. These go directly 
to the deflegmators. The stills have in the bottom and 
in the back extremity an outlet for the residuum thru a 
6 inch tube (0); this tube being only used when the still 




to empty the still. The steam pipe line (D) passes over 
the stills and is connected to them by two parallel two 
inch tubes situated on top and in front of the still _ 
• 
Each still is provided with a pyrometer placed in front 
ancl at the bottom lvhich shoW"s the temperature of the tar 
insicle. 
The de~leg.mators (sne pl~te 4) are cylinders d~- _ 
vided diametrically by an vertical iron plate. This plate 
is tinght on the bottom but leaves an emty space on the 
top to, allolV for the circulation of gases. The tw'o 12 _ 
inch tubes which carry the distillates from the stills, 
arc connected to the lower side of one of the divitions 
of the deflegmator; the distillates go over the partition 
and leave the deflegmator by the 6 inch outlet which is 
on the other side· The oil which has been carried mechan-
ically by the distillates is collected by th.e iron plate 
and togeather with the distillates that are condenced in 
the cleflegmator go out thru two 2 inch pipes which are 
at the base of the deflegmator and on each side of the 
iron plate. This two short tubes are connected to a pipe 
which carry the oil collectecl in the de:rlegmator to be -
cooled in the condenser. The distillates and steam pass 
to a small deflegmator ( see plate 4) which is similar to 
the larger one but inverted; the oil collected in this 
de:rlegmator is joined to the oil from the other deflegmator. 
The distillates togeather with the steam go to the big -
coil of the condenser. The distilling sets No.1, 3, and 




























high and 1.50 mets in diameter; the small deflegmators are 
1.25 TIlts. high and 0.60 rots in diameter. The condensers of 
this plant are similar to those of' the crucIe eOlltinuous -
stills, with the difference of having two coils instead 
of' one; one of the coils being f~or condensing the distil-
lates, which is the Sal:1e as those of the erucle stills, _ 
and. another coil which is llsc(l for cooling the oil collec! 
ed by the deflegmators; this smaller coil starts where the 
(listillates are al~eady condensecl in the other coil. Here 
the two coils are connected with ~J small tube. The nra tel" 
conclensecl goes to the bottom of' the large coil, the oil beirg 
lighter remains at the top of the coil anti flows over to 
the smaller coil going togeather with the oil collected -
by the deflegmators to the inspection boxes. The small -
coil is all of' f'our inch tubes and goes around the condens-
. 
er 4 or 6 times. 
All the water condensed in the largo coils of the -
condensers is collected by a pipe line which carries the 
water to a pair of separators'r,Ther.e the small quantities 
of heavy oil are separated fron the water- The oil col~ 
lected in the separators is called "slop". 
The distillates from the asphalt plant are dirty -
paraffin oils and are called in the ~efinery second grade 
paraffin oils. Their Sp.Gr. is as a rule 0.92. This paraf-
f'in oils-are stored separately from the one obtained from 
the crude stills. 
From the tar treated in the asphalt plant, all the 
lighter fractions have already been removed in the crude 
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continuous stills; tt contains only 801',e paraffin oils to 
be distillefl off and therefore it is not necessary to va-
ry the tenperature in the different stills that form the 
series or continuous of the asphalt plant. On the contrary, 
as the pl"incipnl object iA to mal{e asphalt by iner'easing 
the~~ensi ty and vinc08i ty of the tar proclucec1 as a 1'e-
si(lU1F~' fron tho cruele stills , it is only necessary to keep 
the tnr a.t a ternperature of fron e('oo to 700 0 Fahr in oreler 
to continue the distillation of the heavier constituents 
of' the oil. The time which it talces the tar to f'low thru 
all the stills is sufficient to distill all the oil nec-
essary to chan~e the tar into asphalt. Fron the tnr treated, 
50-to 60 per cent of asphalt is obtained and 35 to 45 per 
cent of distillates, there being a 10:::s of 5 per cent due 
mostly to l1ermanent gases and heavy oil which goes with 
the water to the separators. 
The percentage of asphalt obtained from the tar 
varies with the kincl of asphalt Illacle, resulting r.'1ore 
soft asphalt than the hard one which contains less di9-
tillable constituents. The characteristics of the differ-
ent kinds of' asphalt made are as follows: 
Temperature at 77° Fahr 















20 at 1600 Fahr. 
Asphalt solidifies at a temperature of 1600 Fahr and 
at this temperature it is packed in barrels of a 170 Kgm. 
gross weight; this barrels have a capacity a 37 gallons 
and weigh 9 Kgm. 
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Annexed to the asph8.1 t plant is a small laboratory 
floor the pnrpose of (let("·rr.~inil1g the properties of the 
samples olJtainecl fron the stills to see if the aSI}hal t 
is as specifiecl- It is providecl with apparatus Dow for 
(1:-:ctili ty and 11Clletrabili ty tests, and cups for solidifi 
cation test- Annexed to the asphnlt plant is also a stor-
age tank and a pumping station for distributing the as-
phalt. 
The aRphalt plant consumes in fuel and steam 10 to 
11 per cent of the value of the asphalt procluced. The ~~ 
stear.1 is snpplie<l by two Babcock anrl Wilcox boilers. The 
plant is under the direct care of the Superintel1clent and 
its slli.ft is conrnosed of a still foremen, an assistant, 
a firenan and a sar.lpler_ 
s'rEAM STILLS FOR NAPHTHAS: 
The erutle naphtha.s after being purif'ied in the agi-
tators, pass to the steam still to obtain a better frac-
tional separation of' the kerosene and gasoline it contains 
and which were distilled togeather in the crude continu-
ous stills. Since the gasoline is clistilled. at al low tel!! 
perature, fuel cannot l)e useel to play directly on the stills 
as this would cause necessarily the distillation 9f large 
cuantities of' kerosenes. Steam is a more convenient heating 
agent lJeing able to :rurnish it at a uniform temperature -
obtaining in this way purer fractions- The system used -
consists in letttng the steam escape into the crude naph-
tha, serving the steam this way not only as a heattng agent, 
but also to carry away the distillates as soon as they are 
A~ TArroBS 
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formed. The steam is used at a pressure of from 70 to 80 
pouncls. ancl at a temperature of 170°0. (it is at a lower 
temperature when- it escapes into the gasoline). 
The plant is C011111080(1 of nine cylindricPJl horizontal 
stills, mounted. on brick walls ancl placed one besides the 
other; they are of 1,000 barrels capacity and are filled 
to two :feet fron the top; they are lined wi th bricl~ to 
avoit radiation of heat. There is a stea~ main pipe line 
and a feed pipe line for the nine stills; each still has 
two (lefle{s;:~ators, a c011(.len80r and an inspection box. 
As a rule only two l)roc"lucts are nacle in this plant, 
~asolinc nncI kerosene; the first is obtainecl as a distil--
late ancI the second as a rcsid.uul:~. The process is as 
follows: The stills are charjed up to 9 or 10 feet deep with 
crude naphtha pnnped clirect from the agi tators to the feed . 
pipeline (A) -(see plate 6) Heating is started with steam 
suppliecl from main (B) and is (listributecl in the inside 
of the still by neans of" a tube grate (0) similar to the 
one clescribec1 for the cruclc stills. 
The steam togeather with the gasoline goes out by 
clone (D) thru a 12 inch tube which carries the distillates 
to the deflegr1ators .By regulating the quantity of steam,the 
amount of' clistillates produced can be kept uniform during 
the process, taking care that there should be no pressure 
inside the ·stills. There is infront the still one ancl 
1/2 inch vertical tube (E) connected to the lower and upper 
part of the still, and by means of small cocks placecl 15 em. 
apart the level of the oil which is being clistille(l, ean be 
o 
ascertained. The clistillates go to the fir.st deflegmator 
ancI enter it by ·the hottom; leaving there- in the bricks 
with which. "i t is' f"illed, all th.e kerosene· which has been 
carried mechan~cally. The·~istillates go out by the outlet 
in the u]11}er, part and g.o to another cleflegIn3:tor (F f) equal 
to the first ·on~. After receiving the final scrubbing in 
this rlefl~grnator, the distillates go to the condenser-.-
.. 
The d.eflc,e;rnators have :in their lower part an outlet for 
the' otl that is collectecl by the brick and that cl1"ips -
down to the 3 inch tube thru which they are returned to 
the stills. The most important role of the deflegm.ators 
in this (lepartr:1ent, besides collecting the kerosene that 
is carried mechanically by the distillate, is to condense 
the kerosene of low boiling point which is distilled 
togeather with the gasoline- Nevertheless, the sun heat 
of this latitudes hinders the deflegmator fron producing 
the effect desired as the temperature aq.utred by the steel 
plates with the sun soon distill again the kerosene. This 
happens only in this department where the distillates are 
or relatively low temperature. 
The condensers (G) are aqual to those of the crude 
continuous still units. They have only one coil of 11 -
rounds; 2 rounds are of'10 inch tubes, 3 of 8 inch, and 
4 of 6 inch tubes They are not provided with pressure nor 
vacuum valves. At the back of the condensers is a tube -
which collects all the permanent gases and carries them 
to a drum (H) from where they go to the chimney- The nine 
inspection boxes are arranged to distribute the distillates 
to five storage tanks. 
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,Vhcn the temperature of distillation has reached 
1200 or 150°0. (rlepending on the class of gasoline tha.t 
is being made) the operation is stoped, the steam valve 
is closecl. and the resicluum which is Icerosene, is let _ 
out thru a 4 inch pipe (I) and taken to two coolers (J) 
from where the kerosene is storecl befored going to the 
agitators. The coolers are long troughs w"ith water, 18 
mts. long and 0.80 mts broad where water flows in the 
same manner as in the condel1sers; the leerosene is cooled 
by :rlo\~ring arountl three. coils; the coolers being used in 
series or separatly. The treatment for each charge lasts 
4·8 hours in this clepartment. 
The fractions are separated by means of the d.is-
tillation temperature, being this method more exact and 
follows closer the operation done in the laboratory where 
t~le fraction corresponding to each charge to be treated 
in th steam 'stills ,are cletermined in this way. 
The products obtained vary somewhat in class- Good 
gasoline is distilled to a temperature of 120°0., at the 
most 150°C. and has Sp· Gr. of from 0.715 to 0.720. The 
second class gasoline has a Sp· Gr. of 0.750. The first 
class kerosene !las a Sp. Gr. of from 0 .798 to 0.795 -
with a high flash piont. The second class kerosene has 
a Sp. Gr. of from 0.790 to 0.795 and has a low flash -
point. Besides the first class kerosene is given a finer 
treatment in the agitators resulting a safer and cleaner 
illuminant. 
Sometimes from the first framction distilled from 
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The shift for this IJlant is composed of only one _ 
still foreman who has in charge the work of the nine 
stills, condensers anc1 insllectton boxes. 
AGITATORS: 
In t!le agitators the gasolines, l~erosenes, lubricants 
and sometim~s the gas oil receive a purifying treatment _ 
consisting in a che~ical process, where the reagents are 
sulphuric a:cid and. alealy (soclium hyclroxide) The object 
of this treatment is to remove from the oj .. l the bacl odor 
and. colour \'1hich impairs the luhricants kcrosenes and -
gasoline - . The chenic~l reaction which takes place is most 
probably one o:f eliminating or decomposing the aromatic 
hyclrocarbons, acid or fatty substances, tarry IJro(lucts and 
principally (for the llexican oils) the sulphur compou~ds. 
The agitators do not :form a deffenite step in the 
general process of refining but on the contrary, its use 
is distributecl in many rK the steps which follow the -
diff'erent :proclucts Inade by the refinery. With the exception 
of' the paraffin-wax which is purified. in especial agitators, 
the crude ancl re-destillcd naphthas and illuminants and -
lubricants in the different stages of' their making, receive 
various treatments of' purif'ication in this agitators, and 
even the gas oil is washed once and often more times in - . 
the agitators. 
The chemical treatment is divio.ed in two parts; the 
acid treatment and the alcaly treatment- In a lar~e refi-
nery it becomes necessary to have separate agitators for 
the acid and :for the basic treatment; in this way not only 
time is saved but also the number of agitators with lead 
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lining is rednced,as it is no necessary for the agitators 
used for the alcaly treatment; lJesides 1)etter results are 
obtained. Agitation is ~coTI1plishecl wi tIl compressed air. 
~rhepe are three agitator's for the acicl treatment -
lined with lead of 1,300 barrels capacity each and 8 of 
500 barrels capacity for the basic treatment sone of -
which are also lined w~th lead. 
The agitators ape vertical cylinder's with conical 
botton and a vault roof. Th~can be closed co~pletely ~ 
avoid losses of evaporation l~Then liGht oils are being -
agitated- The vaults have four doors (A) (See plate 7) 
which are apenen and closed by means of a pully suspended 
from a frane. One of the three tubes (B) is the air line; 
it descends in the inside to the bottom of the cone where 
the air comes in contact with the liquid to be agitated. 
The water line ends in the central part of the vault with 
a rose-nozzle. This l'ose-nozzle is formed of six two inch 
Rose-nozzle 
tubes anel serves to spray 
the wash water uniformly in 
the agitator. The third tube 
is for the chemical a~ent. 
The agitators where the -
lubricants are treated have 
in the lower part 5 steam 
coils for heating the oil to the requiered temperature· 
To the vertex of' the cone is connected a three-,\tay 
branch .pipe in cross (0). Thru one of the horizontal con-
nections of the cross enter the oils that are to be 
purified and is connected in turn to six pipe lines (D); 
thru the other horizontall:ranch, go out the purified oils 
and is connected to rour pipe lines (E) which carry the 
oil to the storage tanks. The impurities and l\Tater which 
collect at the bottom of the cone go out thru tube (F). 
The refinery recovers the acid from the asphaltic-acid. 
Three' pairs of s:Clall agitators are providecl with 
a Worthington pumps, ~V'hich are used to nove the oil of 
one ar.:,itator directly to the other. 
The conpressed air is furnished at a pressure of 
60 lbs. 
The acid for til e agitators is placed in horizontal 
cylindrical tanks of 1 mt. in diameter by 2 mts. long to 
which is applied compressed air to charge the agitators 
with the required quantity of acid. 
Due to the :fact that not only do all the distilled 
prorlucts of the refinery receive the last treatment in 
the agitators, but also receive interr.lediate treatments, 
the variaty of the charges is great and consequently the 
time 
percentages of acid and alcaly, the required7for agitation, 
the temperature at which the oil must lJe kept durin,~ ag-
ita t i on, ancl the quantity· o:f air, vary gre a tly. Therefore 
:for each charge an especial process is prescribed by the 
laboratol"'Y· Due to the high contents of suphur in tbe 
lIexican crude oils the amount of sulphuric acid required 
is some times as high as 10% of the volume of oil. (For 
general priciples of purification of mineral oils see 
"Das Erdol" ~by Dr.Vert", Tratise on Petroleum" by Redwood 
Vol.2, page 27 "Treatise on llfineral Oils" by 1.1. Redwood 
















































































































































































P.A.HAT.i'FIN WAX PLANT. 
The paraffin wax plant treats the heaviest fraction 
distilleu ~rorn the crude oil; to this fraction has been 
given the name of paraffin oils. This are first purified 
in the agitators. The paraffin oils derived :from the as-
phalt plant before going to the agitators are re-distilled 
to remove f"rom it the aSlJhaltic itlll)urities 'which give 
it the dark color' and which clog the canvases of the fil-
ter-presses. The paraffin wax plant separates. the paraf'fin 
'from the gas oil anel lubricating oil. 
This plant is composed of a l"efri9;eration departr.1ent 
with coolers, filter-presses, the liquid ammonia generator 
ancl the necessary pUl'.1pS; f'our nsw'eating" chambers for re-
:fining the paraff'in, anel the mold and agitators department 
where the paraffin is purified and packed. The paraffin 
plant has besides,a storage tank for paraffin oil and six 
for paraffin wax and also an ice plant. All the buildings 
are brick frame structures with corrugated iron roof. 
The refrigeration department consists of a liq.uid 
arnnonia generator, a cooler for the calcium chloride so-
lution, two vertical coolers for the paraffin oils, three 
horizontal fil ter-presses an(l seven triplex pumps used for 
the distribution of the paraffin oil, paraffin, and filtered 
oils. As each of the parts of this department needs a dif-
ferent temperature they are in separate rooms. The power 
needed by the plant is furnished by a Babcoclr and Wilcox 
boiler which moves a 100 HP. horizontal Allis Chalmers 
engine. The power of this engine is transmited by belts 
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to the PU!!1I)S ancl Iaachines of the department. The paraffin 
oil is :first allow-eel to rest i"'1 a 1")0 ft· . I t I f' i (:, ee n1g 1 an:( 0 
3000 barrels capacity to remove the water from it. By 
means of a vertical triplex 
pumps, the vertical coolers 
are chargecl. This are about 
5 meters high ancl have a 
capacity of 50 barrels each, 
they are lined with wood and 
cork, and the cooling agent 
is the calciUD chloride which 
Ct===--+ cOJ~ jOCL-. 
ret.ffltle oil surrounds the tank ; it is 
Verticct 1 cooler lu'ovided with an ag;i ta tor in-
s~de,which scrapes the wall 
of, the tank. The cold calcirun 
chloride solution is obtained from the refrigerator. 
The two vertical coolers work in series, the first one 
cools the !~araffin oil to··lOoe .• and the second to OoC. 
Two vertical triplex pumps of' a capacity of 34 barrels 
per hour pump the paraffin oil to the horizontal cooler· 
This pumps work i11 series an(l give the oil a pressure 
of 350 to 400 pounds ~'hich is required £'01" the :filtering 
oreration. The :filter.-presses only need 350 pounds pre-
ssure, but 50 pounds are lost in passing the oil thru 
the horizontal cooler. The horizontal cooler consists 
of a coil formecl by 12 tubes which have a smaller tube 
inside; the exterior tubes are about 6 inches in diam-
eter and the smaller are 4 inches in cliameter. The calcium 
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chloride solution moves in the exterior tube and cools 
the thick paraffin oil 'l;vhic11 moves in the interior tube 
helped by a worm. The capacity of this'cooler is of 15 
barrels and cools the paraffin oil to 4°0. below zero. 
The paraffin oil enters the Tilter-presses with a pressure 
of about 3.50 pounclsper sq. in. 
The :ril'f-,er presses are marle of a series of rings 
and corrugated plates ;this plates having on the sic1es a 
metal s"'/rainer, plates and stl'ainer being covereel ~1ith 
C~lV~S. The filter presses are 10 ruts. long and 1.20 mts. 
in (liame~er. Each. press has 361 rings 10 rom. thick and 
canva~ covering,alto-
gether being 12 nnn. 
thick. The ,hole in the 
center of the plates for 
the passage of the par-
affin oil is 8 cm. in 
diameter. The paraffin 
is crystalized in the empty space between the plates 
. formed by the rings, while the oil is filtered thru t.he 
canvas, passes thru the holes of the strainer and flows 
in the corru~ations of the plate and leaves the press 
by the side outlets. The presses are provided at one of 
the extremities with a hydraulic press which keeps tight 
the plates, strainers, canvas and rings,and also serves 
to remove the head of the filter-press when the filterin~ 
operation is f'inished~ To' separate the paraffin from the 
:fil ter the plates and .... rings must be removed one by one • 
.. '[1: 
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At the botton of the filter-press is a worm-conveyor which 
collects all the scrap paraffin. The pal~affin is fused ancl 
ptunpecl to a tanI{ lv-here the water and inpuri ties ar removed 
'from it. FrOl:l this tanIc the T'araffin l)asses to the "sweatinr;" 
c!1ambers. 
The refrigerating rJachine is of the a,bsorption system 
nanufactured by the Carbondale Co. The principle of the 
absor}Jtion process of refI'igeration consists in the separa-
tion of the ammonia gas from the aqua aJ:Elonia by means o'f 
heat. The gas is condensed to a liquid by pressure and 
coo1in2;; tIle liquicl, aImnonia is evaporatecl its heat being 
absorbed by the calciun chloride solution anel the gaseous 
ammonia is absorbe(l again by lvater, forming again the 
ini tinl aqua al!lll1onia. The aqua armlonia is heate(l in the 
generator (A) (see plate No.8) by means of a steam coil 
(a); there is a (leflegrJator (B) which returns the water 
carried mechanicaly by the vapors to the generator, 
allowing only the water an(l ammonia vapors (which are no 
lonr:;er in sO'[tution) to go out. The vapors which are under 
a pressure of 180 Ibs- pass first thru a small condenser 
(0) where by means of a water spray the water vapor is con-
densed and separatec1 from the ammonia gas. The ammonia gas 
goes to a larger condenser (D) where it is cooled to the 
temperature of the spray water; the critical point of am-
> 
monia gas at a pressure of 180 Ibs. being 26°0. it liquifies. 
The li.quid. annnonia passes to tanlc (E) where it is stored, 
from where it flows thru the expansion valve 'to, the vapor-
i.zer (T). The vaporizer is constructed like a stearn tubular 
Rl~J?RI(j:b.RNI·I~G kAGHINE 
I:N ~rHE REAR fihE SEEN rl'HE GALVANOliiE'l'RIC THEHMOMET £RS 
WA'llER PUMPING PLANT 
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boiler; the calcium chlorirle solution flows thru the tubes, 
while the evaporation of the liquid amr.Jonia takes place in 
the empty space between the tubes. FroD the vaporizer the 
ar1!nonia, now' in the gaseoun state, floW's thru tbe valve {g} 
into the a:)sorber (G) 1vhich receives weak ammonia solution 
from the generator. The absorption of the ammonia gas, by 
the ,voak solutio)1 tn the absorber .~enerates heat, which 
is carried. of'f by the cooling water of the·spray.The strong 
1 iquor thus fOrl:1ed in the absorber goes to tank (H) which 
has a devise :for govern:tng the operoation of the pump (I) 
which delivers the aqua ammonia to the generator thru 
the outer space in the :regenerator coil (J) _ The weak 80-
lution :rr~"m the .f;enerator in transferred to the absorber 
~ . 
thru the inner coil of the re~enerator; consequently the 
liqui(l entering the generator is thus heated while that 
entering the al)sorber is cooled- The function of the re-
generator is, therefore, to econom1:zed heat by transferring 
the heat from the weak to the strong liquor- It is obvious 
that any heat transmi ted from t~e weak to the strong liquor 
represents just so :much gain in economy_ As the only power 
required by the absorption system is that necessary to 
circulate the various liquids, it is inconsiderable when 
compared with that required by the compression system. 
Usually the exhaust steam from the stearn engines furn1shes 
sufficient heat ror the operation of the plant. The amount 
of cooling water, however required by this system is greatly 
in exccess of that reqtlired by a compression plant of the 
same capacity- This refrigerating machj.ne has a capacity 
or 500,000 calories per hour and needs 500 gallons of water 
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per ~inbte ror its coolers and condensers. 
therr.;Ol:1eters which rc~~ister the temperature of the dif'-
fercnt ~)n.rts of this (lepartnent_ 
The refi.nin~ clerartnent consists of' four "sweating" 
chaD~crs; each being a separate building_ Each chnrilier 
has two iron fral~les holclil1{S 24 pans lJetween the two .This 
pans ar>e 2 X 8 r:eters arIel. 14- em- deep. They are fillecl 
with wutel' up to a thick wire Gauze placed at about 5 
cn- :from the bottom. The paraffin is poured on the wire 
gauze, ancI ~'rhcl1 it is solid, the \V'ate!"" is let out f'rom 
the bottom- The doors and windows are closed and the 
chamber is warmecl with a steam radiator which surrounds 
the room- The tet1perature is increasecl SlOlvly so as to 
make the oil "sweat" out of the paraff'in. This oil is 
viscous, ancl to nake it flow out of the pan it must be 
inelincc1.; this is clone by inclining the frame which rests 
only at the center on the edge of an :tron plate; this 
allows the frames to be inclinecl a little. The temperature 
is increasecl to 80° or 90°0; and to rer:love the J,araffin 
which remains in the pans,steaE1 is blown thru a tube which 
is on the lJottom. The "sweating" chambers produce para:r-
:fin oil, three kinds of parafT'ins with varying amounts of 
oil and transparent paraffin. To separate the four kinds 
of' paraf'fins it is necessary to sample periodically the 
at 
paraffin as}is being fused. The oil first separated is 
distilled and the intermidiate paraffins (third,second and 
first) are solidified and fused again in the sweating 
chambers (see flow sheet). 
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In the "sweating" chambers it is done to the' crude 
paraf"fin what is clone to the crude oil in the stillsJ the 
only dif"ference is that in the stills the crucle oil is 
subjectecl to fractional distillation, while in the ttsweat-
ingtl chaJi1bers the IJrocess is one of :fractional fusion. 
The refining treattlcnt given to the paraffin is' also anal:" 
ogous, re-fuAing the fractions to separate from it the 
pure paraffi!l and the oil. From the first fusion (see flow 
sheet) rasul t from 30 to 35 por cent oil anfl 10 per cent 
120°0. transpnrent paraffin; the second fraction is composed 
of 30 per cent or less of oil aucl 80 to 30 per cent 1230 
paraffin; from the thirc.l fraction results 20 per cent oil 
and f'ror.l 30 to 4·0 per cent 1250 paraffin, and from the 
last fraction is obtained 5 to 10 per cent oil and 40 to 
4·5 per cent transparent paraffin which has a fusing point 
of 130°0. The paraffin is first heated in a storage tank 
berore going to the agitators. 
The paraf:fin ts purified in two stages; the first 
treatment is done in an acid agitator where water, some 
sulphtu" compounds and other irnpuri ties are removed; the 
recond is (lone in an agi ta tor with Fuller t s earth which 
bleaches the paraffi!l and removes :from it the excess acid 
which may have resulted from the previous treatment. The 
agitators are of 150 barrels capacity and with a conical 
"bottom; agitation is done with air, and they are charged 
:rrom the top with paraffin and the necessary chemical 
agents. The paraffin and the impurities that are separated 
:rrom it, are taken out from the bottom of the cones. In 
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the acid a~itator, the first portion added to the paraf-
fin is two per cent of the volume of IJaraffin; this sep-
arates the water and requires agitation for 15 ninutes. 
The acic1 water is then ren.ovecl from the bottom; six per 
cent of acid is next adclecl and the charge is agitated 
25 r:1inutes obtail1int~ most of the renoval of the impurities 
which are c1.rOl'!l1 out from the bottom. The last treatment 
in the acid. agi ta tor ts clone with two per cent acid and 
agitatecl 30 minutes removing all the impurities that may 
have rernaine(l leaving in the paraffin an small excess of 
aci(l. The le,gth of time required for each acie1 treatMent 
may vary, but as a rule for all cases, the acid purifica-
tion lasts 70 minutes. The separate amounts of acid added 
may also vary, but the total amount required is alJout 10 
per cent of the volume of paraffin, taking care always 
tha.t the first and last portions be small. The acid ag-
itator is lined with lead, the other one does not need 
it. The paraffin has been cooled slightly in the acid 
agi tator and :r.Just lJe warmed up again. For this purJlose the 
other agitator is })rovicled with a steam coil wich ltarrns the 
pal"affin to 1000 e. The paraffin is mixed with three per cent 
its volume of Fuller's carth and is agitatecl for two hours 
to neutrcc.lize the excess acid and to bleach the paraffin. 
A small duplex pump, plmps the contents of the agitator 
to a filter-press, where the paraffin is filtered and the 
Fuller's earth with 50 per cent paraffin remains as a fil-
trate. This filter-press is similar to the one used to 
separate the paraffin from the oil· 
The paraffin is now in a marketable condition and is 
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stored in a 150 barrel capacity tank before being ,poured 
in the nolrls. The nold c1epartnent consists of four racks, 
three with 150 1:101c1s each and one 'f;vi th 100 molds. Each 
mold makes a paraffin block ofp K[r,lne The paraffin re-
nuires 12 hours for solidifying and cooling. This time 
nay be shortened by putting the 1~101ds in ice water. A 
systen:: of lJress Molels is beinr: experimented. but is not 
yet definitively in use. 
'rhe paraff:il1 wax plant makes three kin(ls of paraf-
fins, class "Btf which melts at 123°0 and is l:'acle by mixing 
paraffins which E'el t at 1200 , 1230 and 1250 ; c1ass "e It 
which 1:"el ts at 1250 ancl is l~la(le by mixing l1ar:[,ffins which 
mel t at 1~23°, 1250 and laOo , and class "E" which is the 
best, m.e1 ts at 1300 and is worth about 50~;; more that the 
others. 
The plant is managed by a chief, an assistant and a 
master :r.lechanic. The eI~lployees needecl :for the three shifts 
of the (lay are four foremen, three men for the ice plant, 
four measurers, tbree for the sweating chambers and three 
for the agitators; eleven men do general work arround the 
plant and twenty work during the day only,in the store and 
tlolcl clepartment. 
The ice plant has a capacity of 9,000 calories per 
hour, and makes 122 ice blocks of 50 kgm. each a clay. 
LunRICANT PLANT. 
The oils filtered from the filter-presses in the 
paraffin plant, still contain gas oil, S01:1e times as much 
as 70 per cent. This makes it necessary to treat the oil 
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in the re-distillation stills to re~ove as a distillate 
the gas oil, leaving as· a r'esiduum the lubri eating oil 
that is to be treatecl in the lubricatinf!: stills. Some 
li,o,;ht IlfbricH,nts are of'ten c1istillecl al so as a fraction 
following the ~ns oil· The oils are first purified in 
the ap;itators before ,~oj.ng to the lul)ricant plant. This 
})lant is onc of the fi1'1<ll stel)s of the reftnery the procl-
ncts resul tint; from here only requ:Lril1:~ the 12,st treatnent 
in trIO asi tators to put then ready for' the marlcet. 
This plant consists of 7 stills of" 260 bar'rols ca-
pncity each. r.J.'hey al--e placcci on :four pairs of furnaces 
(the la.s t furllnce has only on0 still), there beinG a 
chimney f'or each pair of furnaces. This stills are the 
Sal!!e as the 011es clescribecl for the asphalt )Jlant. Each 
unit consists of a still, onc large deflegr:1ator, a con-
denser with two coils ancI an inspection l)ox; each of this 
apparatus are the same as the corresponding ones of the 
asphalt plant. J-;;ach condenser is ~1rovided with two vacuum 
a}Jparatus w"hich have a water injector devise. The object 
of nak5ng vacuum in the stills is to avoid the accur.1ulation 
or clistillates by removing them as soon as they are formed. 
All the oil is condensed in the dcflegmators and the con-
densers only serve to cool the oil, the gases removed by 
the vacuu~ apparatus bein~ only permanent gases. This 
plant has a steam superheater 'and a cooling tank with 
coils for cooling the resaduums. 
The process of this plant is intermittent. If the oil 
has some lfater it is first warmed slowly to evaporate all 
the water. Then the temperature in increased rapidly until 
2040~ 
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the rlistillatiol1 of the gas oil starts;" The temperature is 
increased. to rlistill the heavier fl--uctions until the de-
sipc(1 residuur: is ol)tuinecl when the op~pation is stoped. 
Air is used inside the sttlls instead. of steam lfhan an 
e spe c~al kind. of aspllal t is desir-eel. The characteristics 
of' the fractions obtained as (lis tillates ancl l"'esicluulTI :fn' 
, 
this stills, varies considerably clue to the many kincls of 
lubricants that are made in the refinery and that every 
charge is different, each charge being one of the fractions 
fro~ the re-distillation stills which also vary consider-
ably_ Therefore, this stills do not follow a general pro-
ceRs, but follow the inclications which for each cl1rl.rge is 
prescribecl by the laboratory, and doing with them in a large 
scale what has lJeen c1eterr'ineLl tn the laboratory with sim-
ilar but smaller apparatus. This stills make, from the best 
asphnl t Inanuf'actured by the refinery to the light, adorless 
and. colorless lubricant which is also used as a purgative. 
A detailed. description of the process followed in the lu-
bricant plant would require a description of the especial 
process appliocl to maIce each of the 25 kinds of lubricants 
r.la(le lJY the refinery, f'or which stu(ly ,I did not have suf-
ficient time. 
TREAT!~iNT OF THE TEOUANAPA CRUDE OIL. 
The Tecuanapa oil fied is in the South of the State 
of Veracruz on the right hand border of the Uspanapa river 
which is an affluent of the Coatzaeoalcos river. The Te-
cuanapa crude oil is a very different lcind of oil from 
that produced in the Tuxpan oil fiel(l and from any other 
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oil field of the Rel1l11)liC as can be seen fron the follow-
ing fractional llistillation analysis cif a sample of' Te-
cuanapa crude oil. 
Nap::ltha ••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 8% 
Illuminatin,'!, oil ••••••••••••• ~3' n2, 
'- J /., 
Gas oi1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 101 
T 1 - t a -1 d 
.uU )r'1ca J.nr~ 01 ••••••••••••••• 34::: 
Asphalt ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• ~. 4~ 
C~ I '" 1-)11. phllr....................... 1 t:'j 
Loss •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4~ 
• I ~ 
The small amount of asphalt un(l the large an.ount of 
lul)ricating oil this oil contains, would make it a good 
lul)rica:nt tn its natural state if it was not for its high 
percentage of .rr;aso1ine and kerosene which give it a very 
loW' flash pOint. Due to the goorl quality of this oil it 
is given an especial treatment, not only in what concerns 
the process but also in that a separate still, pipe lines 
and storage tanks are only used for treating this oil. 
The water is SelJarated from the crude oil in the storage 
tanl,. From here the crucle oil goes to a 1000 barrel capacity 
still equal to those of the continuous stills for crude oil 
(see plate 2) with the only difference that it is used 
inter111ittingly. When (listillation starts the temperature 
is l)einr; increase(l so as to ohtain a uniform flow of dis-
tillates in the inspection box, Reparating the different 
f'ractions as they come out by means of the manifold ar-
rangement of valves. The oil is distilled untill the resid-
uum is asphalt or coke, the fractions distilled being naph-
tha, kerosene, gas oil and paraffin oil. Each of the frac-
t,ions is treated in a similar way to the corre sponcling ones 
of the continuous distillation stills. 
nE-DISTILLATION STILLS: 
The cr"ude kel"osene which is the second f'rnctiol1 
distil~ed in th~ continuous stills, needs not only td be 
pnrif'ied in the agitators but it must l:>e also re-dis;;.;~ 
t,tlled to remove fro?:} it the gasolj:ne \Irbich (listill 
tog-eatllcr wi tIl tIle kerOfle?1e in stills ~~o. 4 ancl 5 (see 
also t.he gas oil which is carricct m0chanic-
ally by the 1·:crosol1e, or that is <listilled tor;eather 
with the heavier kerosene in stills No.8 ancl 9. The 
kerosel1e which is left as a 1"c sifluuJ:l in the stean stills 
for r:;asoline, contains gasoline (especially if first p;ra(le 
r.::~8,soline has l)een distilled) and must be re-clistilled to 
rer10ve the gasoline which gives the kerosene a 10'\1 flash 
po tnt • rr!1e paraffin oil contains large amounts of gas oil 
ancl to separate it from the lubricating oil, it iR nec-
essary to re-aistill the oil which result as a filtrate 
from the -filter-presses in the paraf:fin plant- The parnf-
i"in otl ]1ro(luced lJY the asphalt plant contains no gas oil, 
but on the' other hand it has asphalt which clogs the 
canvases of the filter-presses, this asphalt being removed 
from the oil by re-clistillation. 
The },erosenes and paraffin oils are re-distilled in 
sev,en stills equal to the continuous stills for crude oil 
They all ~ork intermittingly, each having a separate outlet 
for the residuum- The crude oils from San Cristobal and 
Furbero are also trated in this stills, in this case when 
there is a large cuanti ty of this crude oil in store, tlVO 
or three of this stills are connected togeather and worked 
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like cont~nuous stills. Two of these stills, which are used 
r.'1ostly for re-rlistilling paraffin ancl lubricatinJ; oils, are 
provided with de:rle~untors. 
The inspection box house correspondin~ to these stills, 
contair1s 18 iJ1Gpection boxes; three are :for the first three 
stills o"f the continuous crude oil plant, one for the Te-
cuanftpa still, seven fop the rc-clistillatiol1 stills and 
two that arc not in use. This inspection lJoxes arc arral1gecl 
to -l.istril)ute t ~!e clis tillates thru 0 pipe lines. 
SEPAHATORS. 
All the waste water of the refiner;r contains SOTI1e oil, 
arHl to collect as ;::uch of it as possible there j c' .i:) n separa-
tor at the cnel of each of the l1aste canals. This separators 
are concrote tanks divided into several divitions by verti-
cal partitions 't'lith 2.n open space at the bottom, the water 
flowing fron one divition to the other thru this open space. 
As the oil remains on top, it accumulates on the upper part 
of each partition from where it ts pumped lJack to the re-
finery. The oil collected from the separators is called 
" slop" and is used as fuel ror the refinery. 
FATER PUIIPING PLANT. 
The l)lant pUIDI's the \Vater fro!i1 the river" to the dis-
tributing tank of 45,000 barrels, which is situated on a 
hill 30 mts. hi~h. The building is of masonry 22 ruts long 
~.:> 
and 12 mts wiele "Vii th an iron frame and tile roof. The 
walls support a moving crane. The pumps are all centrif"ugal 
pumps directly connected to A. C. induction motors or 550 
volts (two are 500 volt motors) made for trifacic an<l 60 
cicles current. Each unit has an independent automatic 
~LhUTRIC PO~ER PLANT 
.. . / 
l DISTILLATE PUt't'lPI NG srfATION 
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starter. T:~.e y ..... )lant is c_i viclec1 tnto the folln'rV'l- 1 r • 
-l ! g g OupS. 
4- Duplex eentl"'ifugal pump 1111i ts each of 160,000 
gnllo~s par ninute capacity~connected to 200 HF and 860 
r.p.~.~otors the efficiency of this units is about ~o1. 
1- Centrifugal pUrl]') nni t of 60,000 gallons per min-
ute cap2.city 'connectecl to a 100 lIP, anc1. l1f)O r.p.m. motor. 
2-Cen·;~rif'uga.l units with an air injector clivise con-
nectccl to 15 HP. a!1c1. 112:: r.p.:r~. eotors. This pumps r:erve 
to make the ini tial vacuum in the lal"p;e centrifugal pumps. 
The 160,000 gallons nnd the 60,000 ~allorts centrirugnl 
pUr1}?::> feed. the water storar;e an{l clistril)uting t~·tnI~ r:.ncl 
v!orlc under a 11l'essure of' 50 Ibs. per sq. inch (lu.e to the 
heir;ht of' the water tank. 
The succion heuc1.. varies between 18 ancl 16 inches of 
mcrcury varying with the tide and the alnount of water 
in the river· There are three 25 lIP pumps of 1,600 gallons 
capaci ty which supply w'ater t.o the conflensers of the steam 
turbines. 
The total capacity of the pumping plant exclucIing; the 
pumps which SU1)ply l1a ter to the condensers, is 700,000 
gallons per minute and cons ~.:mes 852 ETi • At this ca})aci ty 
tho pumps work at the best efficiency. 
ELECTRIC POWER PLANT. 
This plant furnishes the power needed by the water 
pumps, the oil pumps, the agitat<?rs, the acid factory, the 
air compressors, the can and. barrel factory and the li;ght 
use(l by the refinery, its offices and dw'ellings. 
At the begining the plant consisted of internal COTIl-
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bustion engines directly connected to A.A. and G. (Gernany) 
.r'~enerators. But as the :ruel C0118Ut10(1 by this en!!:ines is 
<-" 
nOl"'e expensive than that used by boilers and as the five 
[\cnerators (lic1 not rroc1uce sufficient l1oi~Ter, three steam 
turbines directlv connected to electric ~ene~ators were 
.r d 
installed antI are now the ones th.at furnish all the pO':\'e.r 
lleerled hJ' the refinery •. 
The l1C'PJ turlJine pl~nt cCl1sists of: 
3- 500 Ie',':. units· This are conposed of Curtis stear:! 
turbines ":hich 1VOr1: with stear at a 111""e88111"e of 160 lbs. 
and are connected to A.C. General Electric generators 
o:P 600 volts ancl :1,600 r - p .n- The turbines (lischare;e the 
stear:1 into vacuum char;lberl s ancl consumes 10 Ibs. of steaD 
per IC~ - TIle generators are excited l)y two 15 K\'r, 125 volt 
exi ters a11(l one of 14 I~";7. 
3- conrlensers each corresponding to one of the turbines. 
They are of' the Jamesville Pump Co- and have a capacity of 
12,000 Ibs. of steam per hour- Each condenser is provicled 
w.i th a Jamesv:ille vacuum ]lllr!JP 6 X 12 X 12 to remo.ve the 
steuP] that is not con(lensed and complete the vacuum in 
the condenser. The water is removed fron the condensers by 
mean~ of 3 HP Worthington duplex centrifugal pumps. 
3- Babcock and Wilcox boilers, one has a capacity of 
10,000 Ibs. evaporation.pcr hour and the other two, have 
a capacity of 12,500 Ibs. evaporation per hour. The larger 
ones evaporate 11,921 lbs of' steam per lb. of fuel, the 
smaller one 11. 304 lbs. steam per Ib or fuel. 
The plant consarnes from 2.1 yo 2.2 Ibs. of fuel per 
WKH, and when slop is used it consumes as much as 2.5. 
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As a rule the fuel used has a Sp.Gr. of 0.985; it is 
fOil tercel and rrarnocl to 136°0 before enterinp.; the burners. 
T~e water is warned by the exhaust steron of the boiler 
feeQ pumps before entering ti~ boilers. 
T:~e distribution of electric power in t he refiner~T 
is as follows. 
Can and 1Htrpcl F:;.~cto:t~y ••••••• 21[0 ~~\In 
1.::achine G hop ••••••••••••••••• 3810 
lie:itl PI ant ••••••••••••••••••• 21:160 
r:ater Pumps •••••••••••••••• 300850 
Agitators •••••••••••••••••• 8180 
Air Comprcsors •••••••••••.• 58200 
Oil PUJ1'1.ps.................. 4·g300 
Plo!~~1Jers shorT'............. 55200 
Electric power.plant ••••••• 321~O 
Parnrf'in nlant ••••••••••••• 4000 
Li~ht •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 33180 
IThis !~lonthly report pepresel1~~,s well the avarage ar:lOunt 
of electric energy used by the refinery. The cost 1)er ::'.'!!I 
j. s f"r o:m 0.7 to D. 7 £3 cent s • 
The other part of the plant not in use consists of 5, 
A.A. G. ~cnera tors (mad.e in Ger;:tany) of' 80 I2:'~~ 600 Vol ts ancl 
lBO r. I} .m. they are dil"ectly connected to clouble cylincler 
internal CO!!!!Just.ion Diesel engines of the vertical type -This· 
units are used. acciclentaly- They consume 0.789 Ibs, of gas oil 
per :::1n-I, the Op- Gr. oT the :;ao oil being 0.837 which costs 
thl~ee times as :01uch as fuel oil or tar; making the cost rer 
IC·fH about the same as that of the tur1Jines with the clisad~ 
rantage that the Diesel engines require a higher cost in 
operation and repairs. 
COST AND pnOFIT. 
The cost of tratment in the refinery based on 12,000 
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barrels a clay is as follows: (Fi~ures in Eexican Curreney 
~nle _ clol~ar ~ 2 pesos a day) 10c·s interest and depreciation 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2117.00 
15 Stills for crude oil 44:1.00 
8 Re-distillation Stills 287.00 
7 Lubricant Stills. 110.00 
Acid for the A~itators 924. 
Electric Power 26. 
fJteam Boler 742. 
Iranngen~ent 1779. 
6378 
10~ on total ••••••••••• 63S" 
TOTAL ••••••••• -:-"-7016.00 
This daily cost clevi(1.ecl by 12,000 barrels r;ives a 
cost of 0.593 cents per burrel or :~.08 per ton. 
Profit per 100 tons is as folloW's cost of 100 tons 
erucle oil at ::;8.00 per ton •••••••••••••••••• $800 
. , . 
Cost of t~eatrlent I)cr 100 tons •••••••••••••• 408 
The crude oil as a rule is treated so 
as to pr-oduce 70d.: fuel 0;1 .ancl 30)', 
(listillates. 
Selling prise of 70 tons fuel-oil at $4- .00 •••••••••• 280. 
" 
ft ff 30 It clistillates at 60.00 •••••• 1800; 
1208~OO-20S0.00 
Profit ~8~7~2~.~O~O __ ~ ____ __ 
Notwithstanding that hese figures are approximate and 
that they have been so as to produce a relatively low profit, 
they show that the ref'ining inclustry in Hexico is very pro-
cluctive. 
The administration work of' the refinery is distributed 
PLf\TE N~9 
flPfY}lrfiSTf{flTiv£. ORGf/rYIZflTI 0 rf 
-5S .... 
as 8ho-;';11 in plate No. ~). 
': ~L· .,'. F (")1 t r ~:.eX1CO, ~_,. 1. ,.;;., S 0 =.~8.y- 1017. 
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